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THE PROBLEM - For many years social scientists have concerned them
selves with the study of marriage and family living. But research in the
area of courtship has been limited. The need for genuine scientific re
search in this area is extremely pressing. The position that the writer
takes concerning the necessity for research in courtship is based upon
the following assumptions: 1) In western culture, the rites of courtship
are prerequisite to marriage. 2) Marriage is the institution through
which new families arise. 3) The family is a primary unit and one of the
indispensible associations in western society. The importance of research
in courtship is established, therefore, if one takes into account the es
sentiality of the institution into which courtship sometimes leads — the
family. Moreover, many of the perplexing problems which young people now
experience are directly related to the hazily and vaguely understood rites
and patterns of behavior involved in courtship.
This study is designed to nake a contribution to sociological knowl
edge in the dynamics of courtship behavior in contemporary society. The
study is valuable in terms of uncovering more data that may be compared
with other studies similar in nature. In addition, this study presents
sociologists as well as other interested persons with data from a unique
angle thus far relatively unexplored — the patterns of courtship behav
ior of men attending a men's college.
Several of the leading questions that guided this study are listed
below:




2. How frequent do these men date? What is the status of their par
ticipation in courtship in Atlanta — dating different girls, "going
steady," informally engaged, formally engaged, not dating at all.
3. How and where do these men make initial acquaintances with the
girls whom they court? 'What are the difficulties, if any, in parti
cipating in the rites of courtship?
ll. What are the formal and informal forms of social control that in
fluence the patterns of courtship among these men? What effect do
they produce?
Employed in this study is the conception of courtship used by Robert
Winch who states that "opposite-sex-pair-relationships between men," who
constitute the group under study, "and women of their acquaintance," might
1
be, in a general way, designated by the term "courtship behavior." Pro
viding a general working definition of courtship, this broad conception
includes relationships ranging frora those characterized by frequent dat
ing of different persons and short duration to the more closely knit re
lationships suggested in formal engagement.
REEATED_STIjDIES - Running through the literature that impinges upon
this study presents one with a barrage of ideas and hypotheses, a few of
which will herein be given to acquaint the reader with some of the leading
ideas thus far set forth.
Margaret Head has something to say about the full expression of sexual
1
Robert F. Winch, "Relationship between Courtship Behavior and Atti
tudes Towards Parents Among College Men," American Sociological Review,
VIII (April, 19U3),
3
activity in courtship, but she is more concerned with the emotional tone
of the relationship in general. She declares that YOUNG PEOPLE PRACTICE
A STYLE OF COURTSHIP IHOSS CONTENT IS PERSONAL AND SEXUAL BUT WHOSE FORM
1
IS IMPERSONAL AM) ASEXUAL.
Shifting to another phase of courtship, namely, the very beginning,
theories like this one propounded by J. K. Folsom may be found. MANY
YOUNG PEOPLE ARE TOO SHY AND TOO PASSIVE TO EXPLOIT THE MORE CONVENTIONAL
2
OPPORTUNITIES FOR GETTING ACQUAINTED. Going deeper into the dynamics of
courtship, Ernest Burgess sets out to disprove the fallacy created when
one attempts to equate the chemical principle of "opposites attract op-
posites" to courtship behavior. He maintains that "LIKE" TENDS TO MATE
3
"LIKE" in the latter situation. Burgess believed that homogamy as a
consequence of attraction may prevail, as it relates to attributes desired
in mate, in direct proportion to the amount of freedom of choice of mate
given a person in an endogamic group. This point of view is buttressed
further by the findings of persons like Rockwood and Ford who state that
A LARGE NUMBER OF COLLEGE 3JEN PREFER THEIR SPOUSE TO HAVE INTELLIGENCE
h
AND EDUCATION AT LEAST EQUAL TO THEIR OWN.
To view courtship from another angle with D. L. Taylor, one finds the
1
Margaret Mead, "Trends in Personal Life," New Republic, September 23,
19U6, pp. 3U6-U8.
2
J. K. Folsom, "Finding A Mate in Modern Society," Reader's Digest,
XXXIII (July, 1933), 56-53.
3
Ernest ¥. Burgess and Paul lallin, "Homogamy in Social Character
istics," American Journal of Sociology, XLIX (September, 19k3), 109-21*.
k __ _ ____
Lemo D. Rockwood, Hary E. N. Ford, Youth, Marriage, And Parenthood
(New York, 19l£), pp. 80-82, 128.
following hypothesis: THERE IS A DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE PATTERNS OF COURT-
1
SHIP AND THE GOALS OF A HAPPY MARRIAGE. Since courtship, in western cul
ture, is prerequisite to marriage, Taylor feels that considerable research
should be done in this area. For some of the practices found in courtship
are virtually diametrically opposed to those things that make for a suc
cessful marriage.
And finally, Hartshorne sets forth the idea that THE COLLEGE CULTURE
2
IS A UNIQUE CULTURE -fllTH ITS OWN IEDIGEMOUS FEATURES. He contends that
a study of courtship patterns, or whatever the situation might be, is best
understood when studied within the context of the college culture, giving
due regard to other factors in the social melieu to which the behavior un
der study is functionally related.
From the foregoing discussion, one might ascertain that there is con
siderable confusion in the area of courtship. Those who engage in its ac
tivities are, therefore, caught within the contradictions that stem from
our vague definition and hazy conception of the nature of this phenomena.
SETTING - The study of courtship patterns of college men was conducted
during the second semester of the 1°U8-1;9 academic year. Morehouse Col
lege was its laboratory. Situated in the heart of a residential communi
ty in Atlanta, Georgia, Morehouse College is an institution devoted ex
clusively to the education of male students. However, there are three
other educational institutions with campuses adjacent to Iforehouse:
1
D. L. Taylor, "Courtship As A Social Institution in the United States,"
Social Forces, XXV (October, 191*6), 6£-69.
2
E. Y. Hartshorne, "Undergraduate Society and the College Culture,"
American Sociological Review, VIII (June, 19h3), 321-32.
Atlanta University (administration and classroom buildings) and Clark Col
lege both coeducational and Spelman College, a women's institution. In
addition to these schools, Morris Brown College and Grady Nursing School
also are located in the city. From the Morehouse campus, Morris Brown is
approximately seven blocksj Atlanta University dormitory is three blocks;
and Grady Nursing School is on the opposite side of the city.
Social life for these men is not coterminous with campus life as would
be the case in a coeducational school. Although an exchange system be
tween the cooperating colleges permits a relatively small degree of class
room mixture in terms of male and feraale students, the recurrent experi
ence of dining with girl students is not possible in the college cafeteria.
Nevertheless, the corner drug store as well as the library which serves
all affiliated schools in the Atlanta University System, is a popular
meeting place for men and women students.
METHODOLOGICAL NOTE - The subjects under study were restricted to
those students in residence "because it provided a way," Robert I/inch con-
1
tends, "of roughly holding education constant...." Or to state it in
another manner, the experiences to which the students have an opportunity
to avail themselves will be relatively the same. This tends to minimize
the possible differential that would be introduced based upon longevity
of residence within Atlanta other than time spent while enrolled in school.
Moreover, behavior of students residing in the dormitory would not be in
fluenced by immediate and frequent contact with and participation in other
associations such as a family group. Finally, students in residence are
1
Robert F. 'finch, op. cit., p.
6
readily accessible.
Two principal methods were used in collecting data — the statistical
and the case methods. In the statistical method, the questionnaire was
employed to gather quantitative data concerning social and personal as
pects of the problem. A sample questionnaire was submitted to a few of
the men. On the bases of their responses, most of the questions with con
fusing phrases and "double barrel" meanings were eliminated from the final
copy. The method of personally visiting each room was used in lieu of
some other possible methods of distribution. For in this manner, it was
felt that responses on the questionnaire would be more genuine and less
influenced by the presence of other persons, other than possibly one's
roommates.
Believing as William Healey that "statistics will never tell the whole
story," the case method was extensively used to clarify, to "give life"
to, and to delineate the general findings of the questionnaire. In ad
dition, the case method assisted the writer in gaining a broader perspec
tive of the patterns of courtship by placing the interpretation of the
phenomena within a situational and cultural context. Through "bull ses
sions" and interviews with some of the men and the girls whom they court
this case material was obtained. Through participant observation, the
writer was also able to penetrate further the values and system of controls
that constrain or give direction to the patterns of courtship practiced by
these men. The writer was privileged to go on several dating parties dur
ing the course of this study and thereby observe in a real and concrete
manner the behavior of the men under study as they participated in the
rites of courtship.
7
All married sttidents who reside in the dormitory were excluded from
the survey because of the difficulty in gaining a representative sample
of responses. A goodly number of these students refused to fill in ques
tionnaires. Hence, it was felt that the returns from those students who
were married were not sufficient in quantity to warrant generalizations
therefrom.
TABLE 1
COMPOSITION OF 110 COLLEGE MEN STUDIED ACCORDING TO AGE GROUPS




























































group according to age groups and classification in school. Generally
speaking, the age distribution of the students at Morehouse ranges from
17 through 30 years as seen in TABLE 1. This does not imply, however,
that no students are over 30 years or below 17 years of age. But the
students that fall within these two categories are so few in number that
they constitute less than one per cent. The population of the college
8
group is returning to normalcy as is evidenced in the fact that over
three-fourths of the student population fall within the category extend
ing from 17 through 22 years, with the remaining 21.8 per cent ranging
from 23 through 30 years. In terms of class, the highest concentration
of freshmen (1*2 per cent) is located within the 17-18 year category; the
highest concentration of sophomores (1*2.3 per cent) is found within the
19-20 year category; the highest concentration of juniors (33.3 per cent)
is also found within the 19-20 year category; and the 21-22 year category
represents the category in which the highest concentration of seniors is
found (50 per cent). Only 10 per cent of the entire group fall within
the age range extending from 25 through 30 years while 32.7 per cent are
situated in the 19-20 year category.
TABLE 2
C0IJPQ8ITIQN OF 110 COLLEGE MEM STUDIED: VETERAN, NON-VETERAN:
RELIGION, REGION, BY CLASSIFICATION IN SCHOOL AND PM CENT, 19U9
Non- No Religion Regions
Classifi- Vet- Vet- An- Protes- Cath- Other No An-
cation eran eran swer tant olic _ swer S N MA
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-*South, North or No Answer given as to home location.
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TABLE 2 shows the veteran and non-veteran composition of the group
studied, the religion of its members and the regions in which their home
communities are located. The veteran population of the college has
fallen considerably. TABLE 2 shows that veterans constitute slightly
over one-third of the group studied while non-veterans constitute 6l.8
per cent, the remaining portion. With the exception of the junior class,
which has a 52.1; per cent veteran population, no other class has as many
as half of its members classified as veterans. The veteran population
for the four classes runs in this mannerj freshmen 12.9 per cent, sopho
mores 38.5 per cent, juniors f>2.1; per cent, and seniors U3-8 per cent.
It is significant to note that even the senior class is not predominantly
veteran as one might expect.
As TABLE 2 indicates, the majority of Morehouse students are of
Protestant faith. About five-sixths of the students report themselves
as Protestants while only four and five-tenths per cent indicate adher-
ance to the Catholic religion. In addition to being predominantly Prot
estant, more than three-fourths of the students permanently live in the
South while 20 per cent of the institution's students come from Northern
states. Both North and South are broadly defined to include the Middle
West and South West respectively. There are within this group, however,
students from other sections of the United States as well as foreign
countries. But here again the number is very small.
About one-fourth of the Morehouse students are members of families in
which there is one child only; twenty-eight per cent come from families
in which there are from two to three children; and one-fourth are members
of families in which there are from four to five children. In short,
10
slightly over 50 per cent of the Horehouse students come from families
with children numbering from two to five. The rest of the group is rath
er equally divided between those families "with a single child and fami
lies with six to fourteen children. Placing this data against the back
ground of parental occupations gives one a rough index to the socio-eco
nomic status of the persons in this group.
Quite a number of the students declined to indicate the occupational
pursuits of their parents, •"■mong those students who volunteered to give
such information} parents professionally employed appeared in small num
bers. In general, the data coincide with Ambrose Caliver's contention
that "the socio-economic backgrounds of Negro students correspond ■with
1
the low economic status of that race in our culture."
T~
Ambrose Caliver, "A Background Study of IJegro College Students,"
United States Department of Interior, Office of Education Bulletin 1933,
No.8, Government Printing Office, 1933, quotecTTh Joseph S. Roucek, Edu
cational Foundations of Education (New York, 19U2), p. 507.
CHAPTER II
FORMS OF SOCIAL CONTROL ON A COLLEGE CAI3PUS
Throughout the years in this country, traditions and values particu
larly characteristic of campus life have been generated within colleges
1
and universities. Data concerning these various norms, values, and cus-
2
toms are important as indicators of individual behavior. For certainly
the individual is, to a large degree, guided and governed in his behavior
patterns by the values and traditions of the group in which he frequently
participates. Throughout this study the patterns of behavior concerned
with courtship have been investigated within the context of a college sit
uation, realizing full well the interrelationship and functional interde
pendence of courtship patterns with other factors in the cultural setting.
"The college community ... is a social system," and one runs the risk of
distortion and misunderstanding when treating constituent elements in sus
pension of and out of context with the particular setting. In short, the
college community is a unique community "... with its own indigenous fea-
3
tures."
The discussion above on the nature of the college community justifies
the inclusion of this section concerned with forms of social control op
erating within a college community. Students in residence (dormitory oc
cupants), because of their immediate and constant participation in the
1 ' ' ' —
Joseph S. Roucek, Sociological Foundations of Education (New York,
191*2), p. 507. ~ ~~— :—
2
Edward I. Hartshorne,"Undergraduate Society and the College Culture,"





campus environment, are influenced greatly by its customs, norms, and
values. To gain a clearer understanding and interpretation of courtship
patterns of college men it is necessary to examine the forms of social
control that give direction to their behavior.
Controls that result from interaction, contact and communication are
social controls. Derived from the sentiments and standards of the group,
1
social controls are based upon consensus. "The social controls are a
new set of interpersonal attitudes that forecast rewards and punishments
2
to the individuals. For many and diverse reasons persons conform to the
informal canons of the group. Gaining status or saving self-respect are
two of the broader categories among others that may elicit acceptable be
havior from individuals. Acceptability, of course, is a group defined
phenomenon, relative to time and place. Nevertheless, "socialization in
volves an increasing awareness of the price /one/ has to pay for thinldLng
and acting independently, 'on his own.1" Ridicule, gossip, insult, cen
sure, etc., are some of the mechanisms of punishment inflicted upon those
who defy social controls.
There are other forms of control on a college campus. Specifically,
the writer refers to those imposed by administrative bodies. However,
E. B. Reuter points out that "... the control exercised by the institu
tional structure is not socialj they are external conditions to which
1
Edward Byron Reuter, Handbook of Sociology (Mew York, 19Ul), p. 102.
2 " ' "~
Robert L. Sutherland, Julian L. Woodward, Introductory Sociology





adjustments must be made ...." Although these types of controls, techni
cally, are not social controls, they do affect behavior of students in a
significant manner, even in the area of courtship. Hence, they, too, mil
be included. Briefly pointing out sorae of the formal controls, a short
discussion -will follow concerning the effects of these controls upon the
patterns of courtship of these men.
According to the Morehouse College Bulletin, "the college requires
observance of the recognized standards of morality, good order, and gen
tlemanly behavior." The Bulletin states further that it is the aim of the
" 2
faculty to govern by principles rather than rules. To the extent that
the conduct of students can be established as a breach of the afore stated
principles, the administration imposes formal controls on the courtship
activities of these men. In the area of courtship, however, few irregu
larities are officially reported, since social life is not coterminous
with campus life at Morehouse. Hence, few men have been disciplined for
defying such formal controls implicit in the broad principles enunciated.
In a discussion of formal means of control that affect courtship pat
terns of Morehouse students, the writer feels that some discussion should
also be given to those forms of controls that emanate from the Spelman ad
ministration. For, by and large, the majority of men who date Spelman
girls are enrolled at Morehouse. The rules and regulations to which these
girls must adjust concurrently affect the courtship patterns of $k per cent
of the Morehouse students who, according to the data, date girls at Spelman.
1
Edward .Byron Reuter, Handbook of Sociology (Mew York, 19Ul), p. 102.
2
Morehouse College Bulletin X? (May, 19U7), p. 26.
With reference to calling hours, Mbrehouse men may date Spelman girls
from U:30 to £:30 p.m. daily. However, the privilege of receiving callers
daily is denied sophomore and freshman girls 1*0 may receive dates three
times a week only between iu30 and 5:30 p.m. Spelman seniors have been
awarded the extra privilege of receiving guests in the reception room one
night per \»reek. Spelrnan junior and senior students are also permitted to
study in the Atlanta University Library until closing time at nine o'clock
p.m.
Conspicuously absent are rules and regulations governing social rela
tionships between Spelman girls and men of their acquaintance off-campus.
For example, no provisions are made whereby the Morehouse men who date
Spelman students may call on and escort their girls either to the movie
or to church. Besides going to the movie and visiting persons in the
city, the latter for which "?jritten approval from parents must be sent to
1
the Dean's Office ...," Spelman girls, in general, are not privileged to
leave the campus for social purposes, especially with male students. Ac
cording to College Rules, a five-page monograph setting forth the regula
tions of the college, girls may leave the campus to go to church, to go
shopping (in certain business districts), to go to class, and to go to
the University Library in addition to the places stated above.
Wow what effect do these formal means of control have upon the court
ship patterns of Morehouse students? To the $h per cent of Morehouse
students who date Spelman girls, the controls cause these men to engage
in a very unorthodox manner of courtship as it relates to these girls.
1
CollejgJ^ules (a five-page mimeograph copy setting forth the college
rules~~and~re^uTations for Spelman students).
2$
To many of the men these controls have caused them to cease dating Spel
man girls altogether. While this single cause may not account for the
entire number, the data clearly point out that ho per cent of the More-
house students do not date any girls at Spelman.
The unorthodox courtship patterns are evidenced in the meeting of
Spelman girls by Horehouse men on the library steps, passing through More-
house's campus or even on the street to escort them to a movie. Certain
ly the University Library, especially in the evening, is a victim of these
formal controls. It has become a popular meeting place for those who find
it inconvenient to meet the h:30 to 5:30 p.m. calling hour or for those
who wish to extend the period of companionship beyond the one-hour limit.
After seven o'clock p.m., the social utility of the library for Morehouse
and Spelman students has diminished its intellectual utility so greatly
that it is virtually impossible to do aiy serious study there at night.
Another phase of the courtship patterns of Morehouse men with Spelman
girls seems to grow out of the forcnal codes of control is found in the
"wild" Saturday afternoon house parties from two to five characterized by
drinking, dancing, and "love-making." And finally, because of these con
trols, the Spelman girls are so inaccessible that Morehouse men who are
supposedly "going steady" with Spelman girls still frequently date persons
elseivhere. The statement by one of the Morehouse students that "a fellow
has to date a girl elsewhere so that he can have a girl when he needs a
girl" gives one a clue to the explanation of this phenomenon.
Although an understanding of the formal means of control is necessary,
the informal forms of social control are equally important in shedding
light on the courtship patterns of these college men. The writer is more
16
or less concerned with the nature of the group controls and how they af
fect the patterns of courtship.
In the initial part of this chapter, it was stated that campus life
has generated throughout the years certain values, norms, and customs.
Students are concerned with gaining prestige and saving self-respect.
Gossip and rumor are very effective in holding these men in check while
public opinion, the prevailing opinion, influences greatly the behavior
of Storehouse students. In this setting, the campus political leaders are
seldom the articulators of the public opinion that gives direction to the
courtship patterns of these men. It comes more directly from an intangible
group called "the boys." Of course, no one can point out "the boys"; but
their existence is just as real as the public opinion which they create.
In general, "the boys" consist of those persons who constantly haunt the
drug store, stand on the "block," hold evening "bull sessions" on the li
brary steps and who meet each evening after supper in front of the dining
hall, literally discussing "lies," jokes, myths and, if you please, artic
ulating public opinion — the value norms that give direction to the many
students enrolled in Morehouse College.
Categorically, the forms of social control that influence the patterns
of courtship might be divided into three areas. First these controls are
concerned with the frequency and extent of dating activities. In other
words, "the boys" place high premium on dating frequently, especially with
different girls. Telephone calls are generally accepted as an index to
frequent participation in courtship activities. And one gains prestige
within his dormitory from being paged often to accept such calls. It is
accepted and expected that Morehouse students who date Spelman girls will
17
also date girls elsewhere. For, as the prevailing opinion indicates, it
is not a proof of one's ability to captivate the attention of the opposite
sex if one dates girls at Speliaan only, simply because of the circum
scribed conditions under which these girls live. One really hasn't com
peted with the male population, in general, if his dating activities are
restricted to students in residence who attend Spelman College.
Secondly, "the boys" to some extent dictate the type of girls with
-whom one may associate. Such descriptive words as "fine," "stacked," or
"blow hair" are employed to designate girls whom the group approves.
Also within the vocabulary of "the boys" are such terms as "bat" and
"night fighter" which are derogatorily assigned to girls who do not meet
the standard in physical appearance of acceptability. The controls will
permit Morehouse students to date the latter class without ridicule if it
is an after-hour escapade usually on the opposite side of the city. Girls
who constitute the first category designated as "stacked" and "fine" are
invited to fraternity and club dances and are escorted to football and
basketball games. Publically, "the boys" literally object to a fellow
student escorting a girl who is stereotyped by the second category to such
places as basketball games. Overtly, "cat calls" and ridicule of all
sorts are heard when this situation occurs. A student who persists in
such behavior is stigmatized by the group with having a "high batting
average" or else he is called a "bat daddy."
And finally, the social controls that give direction to the patterns
of courtship of these raen are greatly concerned vri.th the nature of the
participation in courtship. Money, meals, or mating rank high among "the
boys" as goals to be attained in courtship. That student who is able to
18
attain all three goals is classified as a successful lover. A combination
of any of the two, if one of that two is mating, Tiri.ll also yield prestige
among one's colleagues. If only one of the above three goals may be ob
tained, by all means it should be mating, according to the dictate of "the
boys." The fellow who is able to seduce the girls whom he dates is a
"real man," a conqueror of women, a smooth operator; "he is no fool." For
the prevailing opinion declares that "if he doesn't, someone else will."
One Morehouse student witnessed serious ridicule because he escorted his
girl to three different movies to consume the time at her disposal when
she was permitted to leave the campus of a neighboring college during a
holiday. "The boys" exemplified disgust because the student did not uti
lize part of the time at his disposal to engage in private sexual intima
cies.
According to the informal canons of the group, physical satisfaction
is the only factor that can justify courtship with one of uncomely physi
cal appearance. This is generally accepted as the only reason why men
date such girls. For certainly, they do not bring then to their social
affairs. And even if the girl is of acceptable appearance and has not
sufficient education, her chances, too, are slim of being escorted to pub
lic affairs given by the college or some of its constituent groups.
In the area of finance, the prevailing opinion does not sanction the
expenditure of excessive amounts of money on any one girl, although, con
fidentially, most of the men intimated that the girls whom they date share
the expenses less than half of the time. For this reason, those men who
engage in such expenditures either justify them by citing gains which they
receive in return from the girls of their acquaintance or else they com-
19
pletely deny the expenditures altogether.
These are some of the forms of social control that guide and govern
the courtship patterns of Morehouse students. It goes mthout saying
that all students do not conforsi completely to the informal canons of the
group. Nevertheless, these controls do give direction to the majority in
the groupj and those who fail to conform must give plausible rationaliza
tions or else suffer the humiliation of ridicule, gossip and censure.
CHAPTER III
PARTICIPATION II COURTSHIP
This chapter is concerned with the participation of one hundred and
ten college men in courtship activities. Divided into two parts, a de
scriptive analysis of the quantitative data will be followed with a pres
entation of case materials concerning this phase of courtship. Discussed
herein are topics related to l) the frequency with which men date, 2) sta
tus of courtship, 3) location of girls, 1>) courtship with Spelman girls,
and 5) occupational and educational status of girls.
TABLE 3
RESPONSES OF 110 COLLEGE HEN CONCERNING THE FREQUENCY
WITH MUCH THEY COURT BY CLASSIFICATION IN SCHOOL
AND PER CENT, 19h9
Frequency of dates
Nearly every day







At irregular intervals 26.k


















































FREQUENCY OF DATES - TABLE 3 shows the frequency -with xvhich these men
court girls in Atlanta. Sixty-one per cent of the students at Morehouse
have dates from two or three times a week to once a vreek. Two-thirds of
this 6l per cent reported dating girls at least two or three times a week
regularly. In other words, only one-fifth of the total group reported
dating girls once a week while slightly less than two-fifths date girls
from two to three times a week. Few students have dates every day; and
likewise, few students date as seldom as once every two weeks. The re
sponses in these two categories accounted each for four and five-tenths
per cent of the total group. Only two and seven-tenths per cent of the
men reported never having dates. Twenty-six and four-tenths per cent of
the students preferred to characterize their behavior as dating at irreg
ular intervals. With reference to the individual classes, there aren't
many differences. Nevertheless, it should be pointed out that over half
of the seniors have dates two or three times a weekj while on the other
hand, only freshmen and sophomores admitted never having dates at all.
STATUS OF COURTSHIP - TABLE h presents data concerning the courtship
status of students attending Morehouse College. According to TABLE U,
about a third of the Morehouse men have developed attachments in Atlanta
strong enough to consider themselves "going steady." The remaining por
tion, with the exception of approximately five and four-tenths per cent
who declined to respond, are floating about dating different girls. The
percentage of students formally engaged with girls in Atlanta is so small
that it doesn't appear in the data. Only three and one-tenth per cent of
the senior class indicated informal engagement with girls of their ac
quaintance. Those who have effectuated very strong and intimate ties
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still prefer to label their behavior as just "going steady." TABLE h
also indicates that more freshmen and sophomores date different girls
Y,rhile juniors and seniors are vjell in the lead in going steady with girls
in Atlanta.
LOCATION OF GIRLS - TABLE 5 presents data pointing out the location
of girls whom the Horehouse men date. Although Spelman College, an insti
tution dedicated to the education of women, is adjacent to the campus of
Morehouse, it is not the place at which most of the girls are located whom
these men date. TABLE 5 indicates that 6U.1 per cent of Morehouse stu
dents date girls in Atlanta who do not live on either of the college cam
puses, although they may be students. Spelman College follows in second
place, being the location at which 5k per cent of the men date girls.
Clark College, a coeducational school, and Grady Nursing School are about
equal in capturing the attention of Ilorehouse students] 19 per cent date
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girls at Clark while 18.1 per cent date girls at Grady. Another signifi
cant phase which -will be discussed later is the comparatively small num
ber of men, a little over one-tenth, iBho date girls located in the Atlanta
University dormitory. Very few men date girls at Morris Brown College be
cause of its distance from Morehouse and the coeducational character of
its student body.
In all classes, with the exception of the junior class, most men date
girls who are not located on the campus but who live in the city. Half of
the seniors date girls at Spelman while 71.9 per cent date girls in the
city. With the exception of the freshman class, more students date girls
who are located at Grady Nursing School than at Clark College. Approxi
mately one-fourth of both the sophomore and junior classes are character
ized by the above statement.
2U
TABLE 6
RESPONSES OF 110 COLLEGE MEN CONCERHIMO DATES TISITH
SPELMN GIRLS BY PER GENT, 19l|5
Per Cent
Dates with Spelman Girls N = 110
Do not date girls at Spelman College UO.O
Date girls at Spelman and elsewhere 35.0




COURTSHIP 1HTH SPELMA.H GIRLS - Although TABLE 5 indicated that $h per
cent of the men date girls located at Spelman College, TABLE 6 points out
that these girls have a monopoly on only 19 per cent of that number. The
remaining 35 per cent date girls at Spelman and elsewhere. According to
TABLE 6, forty per cent of Morehouse students do not date any girls lo
cated at Spelmanj thirty-five per cent date girls at Spelman and elsewhere;
nineteen per cent date girls at Spelman only.
QCCUPATIQMAL A^EDUCATKmL^T^TJJ^^GIRLS - In the main, the girls
whom Morehouse men date are students. Eighty-five per cent of the men
most frequently date students; fourteen per cent, which constitutes the
second largest category, date teachers; seven per cent date secretaries;
seven per cent date clerks; six per cent date nurses; five per cent date
unemployed non-students; two per cent date beauticians; and one per cent
date domestic workers. Throughout the classes, students, by far, consti
tute the largest group of girls whom these men most frequently date.
2$
One-fourth of the junior class date persons engaged in the teaching pro
fession while the senior class follows in second place with 19 per cent
of its members. For the most part, freshmen date girls who are students
only; an extremely low percentage of freshmen date girls engaged with
other duties.
The data also indicate that these men most frequently date college
students. Those few men who date high-school students are, in general,
found among the freshmen and sophomores. But even within these classes,
most of the students date college girls.
The initial part of this chapter described the nature of the partici
pation in courtship of Morehouse men in statistical terms. In an effort
to point out more vividly and to give meaning to some of these data, case
.materials obtained from the men are herewith presented.
With reference to the frequency with which these men court, the modal
point is found within the category designating those persons who date two
or three times a week. Because most of these men are dating different
girls instead of "going steady" with one, it is necessary to engage in
dating activities frequently if one is to "... get around to all of /his7
girls" often enough to maintain a personal relationship with all the pos
sible benefits and whatever privileges that might accrue therefrom. As
one senior intimates:
It doesn't do any good to meet a girl if you aren't going to
follow it up. You really have to put in the time if you want to
keep your business straight.
Interviews with those students who felt that their activities could be
described best by the phrase "dating at irregular intervals" revealed sig
nificant data. Within this group may be found both students who date
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frequently and those who seldom date at all. In most instances, however,
those who chose to label themselves as irregular daters were trying to
avoid being called a "clock puncher," although they do court frequently .
For example, those men who make regular calls on girls located at Spelman
College are commonly called, "Spelman lillie." Because calling hours are
between U:30 and 5:30 p.m., such a phrase as "punching the clock" is also
used by the students to characterize the behavior of a consistent caller.
Both the name and the phrase alluded to are employed for purposes of rid
icule.
Another factor accounting for the irregular dating activities of some
of the students is the cyclical character of the recreation life among
these men. Immediately follomng the arrival of veteran subsistence
checks on the first of each month, dating activities literally boom. This
situation is continued for the following two weeks, after which, every
thing "settles down." As "the boys" say, "Everything is slow now, but
wait 'til the first. We're going to 'get one on.'"
Turning next to the status of courtship of these men attending More-
house College, the data reveal that nearly two-thirds of these students
are dating different girls. Financial insecurity is one factor giving
rise to this kind of behavior. One student who is aspiring to become a
physician says:
I can't see myself getting serious and settling down to one
girl now. I can't even take care of myself, much less a wife.
Shen a girl starts to getting serious and talking all about
marrying, I start moving out.
And then one finds a student who dates several girls for the praise it
might bring from his colleagues or because "variety is the spice of life"
as a freshman from Savannah, Georgia stated.
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There is a strong reluctance on the part of some of the men to admit
being engaged to girls here in Atlanta. And even those who have formu
lated plans to become married in the future still prefer to describe
their behavior as just "going steady." Moreover, it isn't popular to
"get caught" by and to fall blindly in love with a girl. For this reason,
quite a few of the men vfill deny the obvious intensity of their affection
for girls with whom they are "going steady."
Concerning the location of girls whom these men date and the partici
pation in courtship with Spelman students, one informant says:
I think the men over at the 'House would date more girls at
Spelman instead of those in the city, at Grady, and at Clark,
if those girls /at Spel:Tian7 could go out, say, frora five or six
in the evening to about ten o'clock at night.
Another student at Morehouse who is very active in the campus organiza
tions and who also works in the afternoons views the situation in this
manner:
Those girls at Spelman are all right. But a fellow has to
date a girl elsewhere so that he can have a girl when he really
needs a girl. You see a felloiir doesn't need a girl frora U:30
to 5:30 (daily visiting hours).
When queried about participation in courtship with girls residing in
the Atlanta University dormitory, some of the varied statements were: "It
costs too much to take those girls out." or, "Every time you go out they
want to eat." "I don't have enough money to fool around at A.U."
Although 85 per cent of the men most frequently date students, there
are a few, nevertheless, who engage in after-hour escapades with domestic
workers and non-students of varied social types. Enough of these inci
dents have been discovered to merit mention in this discussion. In these
instances, immediate physical satisfaction is the major objective; usually
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no ties of genuine affection develop.
As stated in the preceding chapter, sex is an important factor in the
courtship experiences of these men. In fact, it is one of the criteria
employed by "the boys" in measuring and ranking students in the social
hierarchy. Although coitus is a private and personal affair, "the boys"
become concerned greatly if they are unable to uncover evidence that in
dicate such has taken place between a student and girls of his acquain
tance, especially if the student has been dating one girl regularly for
a "reasonable" length of time. Violent arguments among students in small
"bull sessions" have been structured around proving or disproving that a
fellow student has seduced a girl whom he is dating frequently. If a stu
dent takes a girl out Yfho is "commonly" known to engage in sexual intima
cies but does not cohabit with her, he is looked upon as a "heal." And
the statement that he will not engage in such activities circulates aniong
"the boys" and derogatorily stigmatizes that fellow. The effects of this
stigma are so great that many of these students communicate falsehoods
with reference to their participation in sexual activities to avert cen
sure and ridicule.
If one does not wish to falsify an account of his activities, he may
employ another means of averting censure for failing to conform to the
group expectancies in terms of his physical relationships with girls. He
may overtly express disgust and anger because a girl refused to succumb
to his advances. To accept acquiescently a negative reply indicates that
one has not developed the "manly art" of '!love-making" according to the
articulators of the campus public opinion. One of the college teachers
living in the upperclassmen's dormitory reported that he was awakened
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around two o'clock a.m. one morning by some of the most profane language
originating in a nearby student's room. According to the teacher, this
student was calling the girl whom he had dated that night all sorts of
evil names because she would not respond favorably to his suggestions to
engage in coition. This tale of woe the student was relating to his room
mate. The disgusted student intimated that he had "... wasted a whole
night." It should be pointed out, however, that this behavior is more
characteristic of those men who date different girls regularly instead
of those who are "going steady."
CHAPTER IV
■«3DATING PATTERNS
Dating patterns, of course, are a phase of courtship activity and
could very easily be treated in the preceding chapter. But in order to
go deeper into the dynamics of courtship, the writer chooses to isolate
this area in a separate chapter and thereby give a more detailed explora
tion. In this chapter, we shall be concerned Td.th topics of the folio-w
ing nature: l) the initial introduction with girls, 2) where girls are
most frequently met, 3) dating difficulties of men, I4.) dating difficul
ties of veterans and non-veterans, and 5) the extent to which girls share
expenses of dates. Presented herein will be both statistical and case
materials pointing up tlie dating patterns of Morehouse students.
TABLE 7
RESPONSES OF 110 COLLEGE MEM CONCERNING INITIAL INTRODUCTION
TO GIRLS BY CLASSIFICATION IN SCHOOL AND PER CENT, 19k9
Classification in School
Initial Introduction All Classes Freshman Sophomore Junior Senior
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INITIAL INTRODUCTION WITH GIRLS - TABLE 7 indicates the manner in
■which Storehouse students usually first meet girls whom they date. In
most instances, men are introduced by a mutual friend as 53.7 per cent of
the students indicated. Thirty-eight and two-tenths per cent, as seen in
TABLE 1, usually first met girls whom they date by taking the initiative
to introduce themselves, while only three and six-tenths per cent of the
men indicated that girls were the aggressors in making initial introduc
tions. TABLE 7 points out some interesting differences between the
freshman class and the senior class. One-third of the seniors indicated
self-introduction as the means whereby they usually first meet girls; the
remaining two-thirds make acquaintances with girls through introductions
effectuated by a mutual friend. On the other hand, freshmen are about
equally divided on the manner of introduction. Although a large number
(ij.^.2 per cent) indicated introductions brought about by a mutual friend,
those who rely on the mechanism of self-introduction as a means of making
acquaintances with girls follow a close second with ill.9 per cent of the
freshmen. As it relates to self-introduction, there is a decrease from
ill.9 per cent of the freshmen to 3k»h per cent of the seniors. Uhile on
the other hand, concerning introductions to girls effectuated by a mutual
friend, there is an increase from U5.2 per cent of the freshmen to 65.0
per cent of the seniors.
SITE OF FI^XJPM4P(TA^ - TABLE 8 presents data showing the sites
at which Korehouse students most frequently make first acquaintances with
persons Tfhom they date. According to TABLE 8, the six most popular places
in which girls are first met are as follows: dance (U9.1 per cent), li
brary (30.9 per cent), church (30 per cent), house party (27.3-per cent),
32
TABLE 8
SITES WHERE 110 COLLEGE KEN MOST FREQUENTLY MAKE INITIAL
ACQUAINTANCES WITH GIRLS BY CLASSIFICATION


























































































































































friend's house (26.1; per cent), drug store (20 per cent). Virtually half
of the sttidents felt that dances represent sites at which girls are most
frequently met. In all classes, with the exception of the freshmen, a
larger percentage indicated dances more frequently than any other site
suggested. Among freshmen, I48.U per cent indicated church as being the
site at which they most frequently make initial acquaintances with girls.
This represents the largest concentration of freshmen. Here again is a
significant contrast between the freshmen and the senior classes: slight
ly less than half of the freshmen make acquaintances with girls at church
while students \irho are characterized by this type of behavior among the
seniors constitute one-fourth of that class. Thirty-two and two-tenths
per cent of the freshman class, first meet girls at dances while 62.£ per
cent of the senior class initially make acquaintances with girls at
dances. Meeting persons at house parties and the homes of friends seems
to be quite popular. Within these two categories, we find a concentration
of 53.7 per cent of the group. The seniors are, by far, ahead of other
classes in terms of meeting girls in the drug store according to TABLE 8.
The class percentages concerning this site are of the following nature:
seniors, 31.2 per centj juniors, lU.3 per cent; sophomores, 19.2 per centj
freshmen, 12.9 per cent.
DATING DIFFICULTIES - TABLE 9 concerns itself with the difficulties
that most frequently interfere with the dating patterns of Morehouse stu
dents. The two major difficulties that confront these aaen are studying
and the lack of money. Forty-one and eight-tenths per cent of the men
felt that studying constituted a great obstacle to dating while the lack
of finance followed in second place with approximately one-third of the
3U
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men pointing it out as a major difficulty. Slightly less than one-tenth
indicated shyness as a difficulty. According to TABLE 9S twenty-three
and six-tenths per cent indicated that they have no difficulties. A nota
ble difference between freshmen and seniors is seen as it relates to
studying. Fifty-one and six-tenths per cent of the freshmen class indi
cated studying as constituting a difficulty to dating while 31.2 per cent
of the seniors felt likewise. TABLE 9 also points out that 50 per cent of
the sophomore class interprets the lack of finance as a greater difficulty
to dating than studying which is contrary to the other three classes; lack
of finance holds second place among the others.
DATING DIFFICULTIES; VETERAN, NON-VETERAN - Both veteran and non-vet
eran students, as seen in TABLE 10, point out studying as the chief dif
ficulty to dating (39.5 per cent veteran, U3.1 per cent non-veteran).
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TABLE 10
A COMPARISON OF DATING DIFFICULTIES OF 107 COLLEGE HEN:
VETERANS AMD NON-VETERABS BY PSR CEET, 19k9
Dating Difficulties Veterans Non-Veteran
N a 38 N g 69
Studying 39.5 U3.1
No money 21.0 iil.O
Too shy 10.5 3.9
Lack of social contact 2.6 7.2
Meet wrong girls 2.6 3.9
No difficulties 39.0 16.0
No answer given 2.6 ^.^
But as we move to the next difficulty, one finds a disparity in comparing
veteran and non-veteran students as is evidenced in the 21 per cent vet
erans who feel that the lack of money is a difficulty to dating over
against the JU1 per cent non-veterans who responded to this same category.
Another significant phase of TABLE 10 is the category, no dating diffi
culties. Thirty-nine per cent of the veteran population indicated no dif
ficulties, while only sixteen per cent non-veterans felt likewise.
SHARING OF EXPENSES - TABLE 11 presents data showing the extent to
which girls whom Morehouse students most frequently date share expenses
mutually incurred. One-third of these men reported that girls T/hom they
date never share expenses. Forty-seven and three-tenths per cent are
fortunate enough to receive some assistance from girls toward expenses
mutually incurred during a date, but the assistance is rendered less than
half of the tiaie. Twelve and seven-tenths per cent indicated that girls
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EXTENT TO TOUCH GIRLS SHARE DATING EXPENSES OF 110 COLLEGE MM BY
CLASSIFICATION IN SCHOOL AND PER CENT, 19h9
Sharing of Expenses
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Half of the time
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whom they date share expenses half of the time while only one and eight-
tenths per cent maintained that girls share expenses with them most of
the time. The same pattern runs rather consistently throughout all
classes.
Through interviews, "bull sessions," and participant observation,
qualitative data concerning dating patterns of Morehouse sttidents were
secured.
The behavior that characterizes both the persons who usually intro
duced themselves to girls and those who are usually introduced by a mutual
friend is pointed out clearly in the following quotations from two More-
house students. The first statement comes from a freshman who is quite
a vivacious little fellow. He is well acquainted with many of the upper-
classmen and spends much of his time in the corner drug store. The second
statement concerning introductions effected by a mutual friend is given
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by a senior at Morehouse who is a member of the campus Y.M.C.A. and who
teaches Sunday School in a local church.
Self introduction-
Soraetimes I see a girl walking down the street, and I get real
bold and walk up to her and ask what is her name. But it takes a
lot of courage to do it. Sometimes I see a girl and start "bulling"
with her or tell a joke or probably play a little game and get her
to write her name down on a piece of paper.
Introduction by mutual friend-
Usually a friend introduces me to a girl. Girls think you are
trying to be "fresh" most of the time when you introduce yourself
to them.
Not only is the senior afraid of being called "fresh" by girls, but he is
forever calculating, in the light of the group, the nature of the conse
quences if the girls to Trtiom he makes approaches do not respond favorably.
In the first place, his sophistication tends to alter his behavior. Sec
ondly, he envokes the "looking-glass self," aid reckons the damage to his
status and prestige that could possibly result from an unfavorable re
sponse on the part of a girl. In addition, the senior has relatively or
ganized and adjusted his life in Atlanta^ he has made a few contacts and
is not so much concerned with making new ones. While on the other hand,
the freshman finds himself in a new situation. No provisions are made
whereby he might meet girls. Therefore, he has to take the initiative to
introduce himself. The freshman hasn't thoroughly internalized the values
of the groupj hence, he isn't so much concerned with losing status among
"the boys" because of his incomplete integration in the college community.
Nevertheless, U5.2 per cent of this class still rely on introductions
brought about by a mutual friend as a means of making initial acquain
tances \vith girls.
?«ith reference to the sites where these men most frequently first
meet girls whom they date, dances and the library captured first and sec
ond places among all classes "with the exception of freshmen. It is sig
nificant that freshmen find church a place highly favorable to making new
acquaintances with girls. Some U8.U per cent indicated such. One in
formant relates the following:
I meet qidte a few girls at church. Usually you find pretty
good girls who go to church. It's easier to meet them there too.
They don't feel like you're trying to be "fresh" when you walk up
and talk to them.
Among the difficulties that interfere "with dating activities, study
ing and the lack of money rank highest, in order named. The gross uncer
tainty among seniors tilth reference to graduation is an index of the pre
vailing attitude on the part of students concerning the academic work at
Morehouse. In most instances, informal discussions among veterans about
scholarship end with a comparison of pre-war Ilorehouse with post-war More-
house and the increased difficulty of acquiring "respectable" grades in
the post-war Institution. Such phrases as "Man, it's really getting rough
around here." and "Boy, you're a good one if you get out in four years
now." are also indicative of the conceptions that students possess con
cerning the academic work. One's ability or inability to date and the fre
quency with which he participates in dating activities is partially de
termined by the amount of time one is able to allot to a dating situation.
Lack of money creates the second greatest obstacle to dating. One
interviewee stated very well the spirit of the time which lias virtually
dismissed courting in the parlor. He says, "Money is my greatest problem.
Girls always want to be going around. They want to go out." Another stu
dent who had been invited to attend a dance at one of the clubs in Atlanta
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stated that he was trying to find a girl who did not consume much alcohol
so that he would not suffer such a financial burden. A non-veteran junior
contends that the cheapest place one can take a girl in Atlanta is the
movie.
... and even then you almost spend a dollar. In fact, you do if
you go across town. You have to spend forty cents for carfare and
sixty cents to get in the show.
Pointing up again the problem of finance are the data concerning the
extent to which girls share expenses mutually incurred during a date.
"At home the girls share expenses, but here it all falls on me," states
a jiinior from New Jersey. Another student expresses his troubles thusly:
Most of the time I have to put the money dovm when I carry a
girl out. Sometimes my girl pays; but most of the time I have to
put it (money) dovm. I guess girls think men ought to always have
money. It seems like they would take into consideration that you
are a student just like they are. Mow you take some of these girls
out - they'll have a pocket full of money but won't spend it. When
your money is all gone, they're gone.
In an effort to get a complete view of the situation, several girls
were interviewed concerning the sharing of expenses. In general, most of
the answers were, "Girls aren't supposed to pay." ?ihen asked - "Why?"
The answer, "They just aren't," was a popular reply. An employed full-
time secretary who was "going steady" with one of the non-veteran lore-
house students relates the following:
I realize that fellows in school have a lot of expenses. But
it doesn't look right for a girl to pay. If I would do that, I
might as well go by the dormitory and pick him up for a date.
Anyway it cheapens a girl when she pays the bill for a boy.
Other replys were, "If a man is too cheap to pay my way to the movie, then
he's too cheap for me to go out -with." or, "I'll sit at home, if I have
to pay to go out." Nevertheless, some girls conceded that it was all right
to share the expenses. However, the situations in which they considered
IlO
this acceptable behavior were more or less uniquely defined by each girl.
The problem of finance becomes more acute when one realizes that
1) the Morehouse student body is predominantly non-veteran frith a con
stituency that is non-self-supporting and 2) that sixty-four and one-
tenth per cent of these men date girls v/ho do not live on a college cam
pus. These girls are, therefore, eligible to participate in the com
mercialized recreation of an urban community.
CHAPTER V
OPINIONS CONCERNING COURTSHIP BEHAVIOR
From the men that constituted this group under study, the writer
sought to elicit a series of opinions concerning behavior in courtsMp.
The responses presented herein provide a reliably sound index to the popu
lar and prevailing trends of thought among college men. Especially sig
nificant are the data presented in TABLE Ik. For these statements sub
mitted to the men were stereotypes derived from their many informal "bull
sessions" concerning courtship, some in which the writer was privileged
to participate. In this chapter, data are presented with reference to
the opinions of one hundred and ten college men concerning l) reasons
for courting, 2) patronage of a dating bureau, and 3) appropriate behav
ior in courtship.
TABLE 12
RESPONSES OF 110 COLLEGE HH CONCERNING REASONS FOR COURTING BY
CLASSIFICATION IN SCHOOL AMD PER CENT, 19k9
Reasons
Companionship
To find a suitable mate
Physical satisfaction
The "natural thing" to do











































REASONS FOR COURTING - TABLE 12 presents data obtained from Morehouse
students concerning their reasons for courting. According to TABLE 12,
most of the Morehouse students are courting for companionship (60.9 per
cent). Approximately one-third of the total group admitted being in the
immediate market to find a suitable mate. Thirty-two per cent of the men
indicated physical satisfaction as a reason while lf>.U per cent felt that
they court because it's just the "natural thing" to do. Finding a suit
able mate and gaining physical satisfaction seem to "stack up" as being
equally important reasons for participating in courtship. The modal
point with reference to those courting to find a suitable mate is found
within the junior class (52.k per cent of its members). The sophomores
represent the smallest group participating in courtship to find a suitable
mate. There isn't too much difference among the four classes in terms of
percentage of each that indicated physical satisfaction as a reason for
courting.
TABLE 13
OPINIONS OF 110 COLLEGE 2JEN CONCERNING THE PATRONAGE OF A
DATING BUREAU BY CLASSIFICATION IN SCHOOL AND PER CENT, 191*9
"" cTassification~in Sch"ooT~~ ~
Opinions Concerning All Classes Freshman Sophomore Junior Senior
Patronage Na= 110 iL=_3_l N as 26 Ma 21 N s 32
Would not patronize 66.U 51.6 69.2 31.0 63.8
dating bureau
Would patronize 18.2 22.6 19.2 9.5 18.7
dating bureau
No answer given 15.U 25.3 11.6 9,^ 12.5
Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
PATRQI-IAG3 OF A DATING BUREAU - TABLE 13 is concerned with opinions of
Morehouse students concerning the patronage of a dating bureau. In the
main, the men are against such. Two-thirds registered opposition to pat
ronizing a dating bureau. Only 18.2 per cent indicated that they would
patronize such a bureau. Twenty-five and eight-tenths per cent of the
freshman class declined to respond to this section of the questionnaire.
This suggests that because of their few contacts, freshmen are somewhat
undecided as to whether or not they would accept the assistance of a dat
ing bureau. The significance of this 25.8 per cent becomes more apparent
when one views that only 51.6 per cent indicated that they would not pat
ronize such a bureau. This is 17.2 per cent fewer students than any of
the other classes represented in this category.
APPgOPglATE BBHAVIQR IN COURTSHIP - TABLE Ik presents data secured
from the replies of one hundred and ten Morehouse students to eight gen
eralizations. The statements to which those students who agreed outnum
bered those who disagree are presented first: 1) one should never tell a
girl all his business (91 per cent); 2) girls should sometimes share the
dating expenses (72.7 per cent); 3) one should never think that he is the
only person dating a girl (70 per cent). Listed next are statements in
which the disagreements outnumbered the agreements: 8) it does not pay to
be nice to a girl (76.U per cent); 7) if one treats a girl rough she will
like him better (67.3 per cent); 6) one should never let a girl know that
he loves her (l#.l per cent); j?) men should assume all dating expenses
(52.7 per cent); h) one should not date a girl if he cannot assume the
dating expenses (l6'.£ per cent). No statement received as many persons
either for or against it as did - one should never tell a girl all Ms
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business - to which 91 per cent of the group agreed. A rather high degree
of ambivalence and uncertainty is suggested in the following statements,
each of which received 3h per cent and 21 per cent neutral responses re
spectively: 6) one should never let a girl know that he loves her and
.7) if one treats a girl rough she will like him better. Comparatively,
the division of opinion as it relates to statement four - one should not
date a girl if he cannot assume the dating expenses - is rather sharp.
According to TABLE lU, thirty-five and four-tenths per cent indicated
16
agreementj forty-five and five-tenths per cent disagreement5 and sixteen
and four-tenths per cent vfere neutral. Throughout the table, this repre
sents the most divided opinion concerning any statement.
In the remaining portion of this chapter, case materials concerning
1) reasons for courting, 2} patronage of a dating bureau, and 3) appro
priate behavior in courtship vri.ll be presented.
Although 60.9 per cent of the students contended that companionship
was the chief reason for their engaging in the rites of courtship, a
large portion of this 60.9 per cent also indicated several other reasons.
In addition, it was revealed through interviews that companionship was
frequently used as a catch-all word. Especially was it employed by some
of the men to include the following three reasons: 1) finding a suitable
mate, 2) physical satisfaction, and 3) courting because "it's the natural
thing to do." Although intimate sex relations are generally accepted
among these men as an integral part of courtship, a number of students,
for moralistic reasons, were reluctant to list physical satisfaction as a
reason or an end in itself for courting. In few cases was companionship
the sole and only reason for engaging in courtship. Statements from
three seniors giving three different points of view about courtship are
subsequently given. 'With reference to companionship and courtship, in
formant A says: "When I date girls over on the campus, it's more or less
for companionship. But when I go out in the city, I'm looking for some
thing else." Informant B is more concerned with finding a suitable mate.
He relates the following:
I used to date a girl just to say I had a girl. It was sort
of natural. But now I'm in the market for a wife. And that's
why I date. And then, too, I tend to have a guilty complex when
I date a girl and don't mean it. It's bad to have a girl falling
for you when you don't mean her any good.
Informant G is primarily interested in receiving physical satisfaction.
He states the following:
A dollar around here is a dollar. If I take a girl out and
spend a lot of money, I want to get something out of it. But
if I take her out and she pays part of the money, I'm still going
to try. But if I don't get anything out of it, I don't feel so
bad. if I spend all of my money, I want to "go up beside her head."
The latter case is especially characteristic of those who date different
girls. One student relates the case of him and his roommate on an after-
hour escapade with two "pick-ups." They both had invested "so much" in
the situation in terms of purchasing beer and liquor for the women that
they refused to permit the "pick-ups" go home Ydthout engaging in sexual
intimacies, although it was four o'clock in the morning.
With reference to patronage of a dating bureau, most of the students
are strongly against such behavior. In general the responses were short
and concise: "Hoi I don't believe in that stuff. I'd rather do it myself;
you usually come out better." Mot only is there a widespread lack of
faith in a dating bureau, but there is also a fear that one will be looked
upon as being unable to compete with the rest of the male population in
gaining the favors of girls. To many of the students the patronage of a
dating bureau is an admission of defeat and an overt manifestation of
one's inability to capture the attention of the opposite sex. Within the
freshman class, however, an expression which differs from that of the
total group is seen. For example, over one-fourth of this class declined
to respond to the section on the questionnaire concerned with the patron
age of a dating bureau. Among those who declined to respond, statements
of this nature were given:
U7
I don't kno¥ir. I guess it's all right to patronize a dating
bureau. I couldn't answer that question unless I was in a sit
uation like that.
Because quite a few of the freshmen have not made adequate contacts in
Atlanta, they express ambivalence toward the patronage of a dating bureau.
Those students who have integrated themselves more into the general Atlan
ta community are strongly against the patronage of such a bureau.
Reactions to the eight statements describing appropriate relationships
that should exist between men and women of their acquaintance are given
next.
With reference to the statement, one should never tell a girl all his
business, such abstract replies as "it just isn't 'good' to tell a girl
everything" were frequently given. "A girl doesn't need to know every
thing" was another popular response. Several of the men simply said,
"Eo," although they could not give any reasons as to why one should not
tell a girl all of his business. This prevailing attitude is found both
among those who are dating different girls as well as those who are "go
ing steady."
Slightly less than three-fourths of the men also agreed that girls
should sometimes share the expenses. One student gives the following ac
count:
Some fellows are ashamed to tell a girl that they don't have
any money. But I'm not. I tell any of them that I'm a student.
At first my girl couldn't understand that. When I told her
that she would have to share part of the expenses for 'going out,'
she told me, 'If that's the way you feel about it, just forget
about the whole thing.' So I did. I didn't call her up for a
•week. Finally, she called me and asked me to come down to her
house. How everything is all right. When I'm broke, I go by
and tell her that I need two or three dollars. She shells out
five sometimes, and we 'go out1 and have a nice time.
In general, the men do not feel that girls are obligated to share the
dating expenses. The inability of most of the men to shoulder the fi
nancial burden of frequent dating situations is the principal reason
giving rise to the high per cent of agreement concerning the sharing of
expenses by girls.
The statement, one should never think that he is the only person dat
ing a girl, is another index of the uncertainty with which these men par
ticipate in courtship activities. Seventy per cent of the Morehouse stu
dents expressed agreement with this statement. The many responses are
best characterized by the following quotation: "Don't say 'she's my girl,'
but say 'she's the girl I go around with."'
The agreements and the disagreements with the statement that one
should not date a girl if he cannot assume all dating expenses were almost
equal, with the category expressing disagreement receiving some ten per
cent more students. Since tradition in western culture more or less dic
tates that the man, in most instances, should request a date with a girl,
several of the students felt that a person shouldn't make a date if he
knows, in the beginning, that he doesn't have enough money to invest in a
dating situation. Others indicated that making dates when one knows full
well that he cannot assume the expenses should be reserved for those per
sons who are "going steady" only.
Although only 9.1 per cent disagreed to girls sometimes sharing the
dating expenses, 27.3 per cent expressed agreement with the statement, men
should assume all the expenses of dating. One student whose anticipated
profession is the ministry states that:
A man is less than a man if he dates a girl and then expects
her to pay part of the expenses. It is expected that a man should
pay. And every real man would or else stay at home.
Nevertheless, over half of the Ivlorehouse students disagreed -with the above
statement. As one freshaan puts it: "Those days are gone forever."
The men were very ambivalent in their reactions to the statement, one
should never let a girl know that he loves her. Although U9.1 per cent
expressed disagreement, 33.6 per cent vieve neutral. The subsequent as
sertion by a sophoraore who is "going steady" -with a Spelanan girl points
up the nature of the disagreements: "If you don't let a girl know you
love her, soraebody will; and then you won't have a girl at all." Another
student believes that "when you play it too cool, you freeze up." On the
other hand, there was a larger number who stated, xvhen posed the question
whether or not one should let a girl know that he loves her, "I don't
know."
In general, the men disagreed with the statement, if one treats a girl
rough she will like him better. However, the responses in this category
represented the second largest per cent of students holding neutral posi
tions towards a statement. One very handsome junior who dates several
girls states the following:
I couldn't say that I agreed or disagreed with that statement.
It all depends on who the girl is. Some of these girls won't act
right if you treat them nice.
Another student expresses his disagreement with the statement in this
manner:
That old saying, 'treat 'em rough and make 'em like you'
doesn't work now. Anyway, the sane fellow who comes back and
tells "the boys" how rough he was with a girl, is just as humble
as a lamb when he gets around that girl.
The statement, it doesn't pay to be nice to a girl, received the high
est per cent of students who expressed disagreement. One informant con
tends that "you don't get anywhere acting bad. It pays to be nice not
only to a girl but to anybody."
CHAPTER VI
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
This study, as stated in the introduction, was undertaken with the
view of making a contribution to sociological knowledge in the dynamics
of courtship behavior in terms of uncovering more data that may be com
pared with other studies similar in nature.
The leading questions that guided this study are restated:
1. What rationalizations, that is, "verbalisms" do these men give as
reasons for courting?
2. How frequently do these men date? What is the status of their
participation in courtship in Atlanta — dating different girls,
"going steady," informally engaged, formally engaged, not dating
at all?
3. How and where do these men-make initial acquaintances with the
girls whom they court? What are the difficulties, if any, to
participating in the rites of courtship?
U. What are the formal and informal forms of social controls that
influence the patterns of courtship among these men? What ef
fect do they produce?
On the bases of the data obtained in this study, the following con
clusions may be drawn with reference to the courtship patterns of these
college men attending Morehouse College:
A. REASONS FOR GOURTIMG-
1. Companionship, finding a suitable mate, and physical satisfaction
are the three major reasons for participating in the rites of
courtship.
2. Companionship is oftentimes given as a catch-all reason for the
other two listed above.
3. FREQUENCY WITH WHICH MEN DATS AND STATUS OF COURTSHIP-
1. More than half of these men date frequently from two or three
times a week to once a week.
2. Few men date every day; and likewise, few men never date at all.
$1
3 • Freshmen and sophomores only are represented among those few men
who never date.
U. About one-fourth of these men date at irregular intervals.
$. Most of the men, a little less than two-thirds, are floating
about frequently dating different girls here in Atlanta.
6. Only 31 per cent have formed attachments in Atlanta strong
enough to categorize themselves as "going steady."
7. In general, the few students who are engaged xidth girls in
Atlanta still prefer to describe their courtship status verbal
ly as "going steady."
C. LOCATION OF GIRLS WHOM MEN DATE-
1. Over two-thirds of these men date girls who are located not on a
college campus but elsewhere in Atlanta.
2. Slightly more than half of these men also date girls located at
Spelman College.
3. Most of the men who date girls located on the campus of Spelman
College, at the same time, date girls elsewhere.
U. One-fifth of the men attending Morehouse College date girls
located on the campus of Spelman College only.
f?. Two-fifths of the Morehouse students do not date any girls
located on the campus of Spelman College.
D. OCCUPATIONAL AMD EDUCATIONAL STATUS OF GIRLS-
1. The majority of these men date college students.
2. Teachers constitute the second largest category of persons whom
these men most frequently date.
E. INITIAL INTRODUCTION AND SITES WHERE GIRLS ARE FIRST JJET-
1. Over half of these men most frequently make initial introductions
with girls through a mutual friend.
2. Dances and the library rank highest as sites where these men most
frequently make new acquaintances with girls.
3. Among the freshmen, church is the more favorable site for making
new acquaintances with girls.
F. DATING DIFFICULTIES AND THE SHARING OF EXPEN53S-
1. Studying and the lack of money constitute the greatest difficul
ties to dating.
2. Among non-veterans, the lack of money is a difficulty to dating
more often than it is among veterans.
3. One-third, of these men date girls who never share dating expenses.
k- Slightly less than half of the men date girls -who share expenses
less than half of the time.
G. PATRONAGE 0? DATING BUREAU AND ATTITUDES TOWARD COURTSHIP HSHAVIQR-
1. These men are strongly against patronage of a dating bureau.
2. They are almost in unanimous agreement that one should never tell
a girl all of his business.
3. They are in favor of girls sometimes sharing the expenses of
dating.
ii. They believe that one should never think that he is the only
person dating a girl.
5. They are strongly in disagreement with the statement that it does
not pay to be nice to a girl.
6. They are also in disagreement with those who maintain that rough
treatment will cause a girl to. like one better.
7. The attitude toward dating even if one is unable to assume the
expenses is not too well crystallized.
H. FORMS OF SOCIAL CONTROLS ON A COLLEGE CAMPUS-
1. The campus public opinion, generated by an amorphous group called
"the boys," as well as ridicule and gossip are effective froms of
social controls.
2. These controls are concerned with the frequency and the extent of
dating activities.
3. These controls dictate the type of girls with whom one may associ
ate and under what conditions.
h» These controls are concerned with the nature and the content of
one's courtship activities.
5. The patterns of courtship of these men are influenced very little
by formal controls emanating from the Ilorehouse administration.
6. Influences of the formal controls emanating from the Spelman
College administration are reflected in the patterns of court
ship of ivlorehouse students with Spelman students.
These conclusions point up many of the contradictions inherent in the
rites of courtship in western culture. For example, it is difficult to
harmonize the folkway which decrees the assumption of all dating expenses
hj the man Tdth courtship in a modern community characterized by commer
cialized entertainment and recreation and non-employed dependent students
playing the roles of the participating men. This certainly is a source
of tension in the rites of courtship in contemporary society.
In addition, if the successful companionship family, as suggested by
1
Burgess and Locke , is based on complete and mutual respect, confidence,
and trust, then some of the attitudes that Morehouse students possess are
diametrically opposed to those factors which make for successful marriage
and family living. On the part of these men, there is a serious lack of
confidence and trust in girls which is evidenced in their positive react
ions to the following statements: l)one should never tell a girl all of
his business, and 2) one should never think that he is the only person
dating a girl. These attitudes of mistrust certainly ?ri.ll not terminate
after marriage immediately. For the behavior of persons '1*0 constitute
the family is socially conditioned behavior. Not only is the behavior of
the husband and the wife influenced and modified by the immediate partici
pation in a family group, but it also grows out of and is conditioned by
past experiences and the nature of those experiences. This points to?reirds
another contradiction inherent in the rites of courtship. It is extremely
1
Ernest W. Burgess and Harvey J. Locke, The Family (New York,
pp. 716-19.
difficult to harmonize the lack of confidence and trust created during
courtship with the companionship family supposedly based on the existence
of complete and mutual love, respect, trust and confidence among its mem
bers. Nevertheless, courtship sometimes leads into marriage. Hence, it
is incumbent upon social scientists to give more study to the rites of
courtship. Because in western culture, the rites of courtship are pre
requisite to marriage. And marriage is the institution through which new
and more stable family patterns can emerge.
APPENDIX
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SAMPLE - Of the total student body of seven hundred and eighty-seven,
students in residence numbered four hundred and sixty-four. Two students
in this total were excluded because they were officially unclassified,
thus reducing the parent population for this study to four hundred and
sixty-two. From this population, a random sample of one hundred and ten
men was proportionately selected in terms of the percent of seniors,
juniors, sophomores and freshmen represented in the parent population.
Age was used as the statistical variable to determine the size of the
sample with a 9$ per cent confidence range of 2 years. The standard de
viation was estimated to be one-fourth the age range. The age range was
estimated to be between 1$ and 30 years. Hence, the approximate standard
deviation was 3.5 years. In setting up the 95 per cent confidence limits
1
of the estimate of the universe mean, the folloxving relations were used:
(1)
112 - M l.S>60jj
If the confidence range is to be 2 years, the confidence limits M-j_, and M2
must be at a distance of 1 year on either side of the sample mean M. Sub
stituting this value in the first equation
1 year 1.963JJ (2)
How one must estimate the standard error of the mean from the estimate of
the standard deviation of the universe, thus
- - __. -
Substituting (3) in (2) one has an equation with only K unknown,
I year*
7




Solving (U) for N,
N -
Although I4.7 was the actual number of cases statistically necessary in this
study, the sample was expanded to one hundred and ten to increase the re
liability of the findings.
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